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There’s a reason why digital camera icons abound in the splash screens and introductory views of the brand new Photoshop Elements 3.0. Digital photography and Elements were made for each other. However, whether you’re using a digital pixel-grabber or a conventional film camera, Adobe’s revamped easy-to-use image editor has the tools you need to fine-tune your photos, correct errors in exposure, lighting, or color balance, and go beyond your basic picture to create triumphant prize-winning photographs from shoebox rejects.

Adobe Photoshop Elements 3.0: Photographers’ Guide is aimed squarely at those who want to use photography creatively to produce compelling images and want to master all the tools available to them. The emphasis here is on both traditional and leading-edge photographic techniques and how to reproduce or enhance them in Photoshop.

You don’t need to be an ace photographer or image-editing expert to create these eye-catching effects. All you need is this straight-forward, “all meat” book that shows you how to use Elements to enhance your images with the kinds of effects you admire. Did you know that with using easy-to-master Photoshop Elements tools you could:

■ Work with Photoshop Elements’ new Panorama stitching features?
■ Match colors between shots taken under wildly different lighting conditions?
■ Fix perspective in architectural photos even if you don’t own an expensive perspective
control lens?
■ Add zoom lens blur effects without using a zoom lens?
■ Move a storm-ravaged seashore 500 miles inland to the foothills of a mountain range?
■ Excise your obnoxious ex-relative from a family reunion photo without resorting to
violence?
■ Change daylight scenes into moody dusk or ruddy dawn pictures?
■ Morph images to blend or distort them?
■ Seamlessly extract images from their backgrounds?

This book cuts right to the heart of all of the most misunderstood—but easily applied—tools in the latest version of Elements, examined from a photographer’s perspective. It bristles with surprisingly effective examples, simple to follow techniques, and tricks that serve as a jumpingoff point to spark your own creativity into action.

While other Elements-oriented “photography” books give lip service to true photography, this book examines each topic from every photographic angle. Which effects are best achieved with a film or digital camera? Which effects are best applied in Elements? How can in-camera techniques and Photoshop Elements augment and enhance each other?
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Encyclopedia of Leadership 4 vol. setSage Publications, 2004

	The Encyclopedia of Leadership brings together for the first time everything that is known and truly matters about leadership as part of the human experience. Developed by the award-winning editorial team at Berkshire Publishing Group, the Encyclopedia includes hundreds of articles, written by 280 leading scholars and experts...
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Probabilistic Thinking: Presenting Plural Perspectives (Advances in Mathematics Education)Springer, 2013

	This volume provides a necessary, current and extensive analysis of probabilistic thinking from a number of mathematicians, mathematics educators, and psychologists. The work of 58 contributing authors, investigating probabilistic thinking across the globe, is encapsulated in 6 prefaces, 29 chapters and 6 commentaries. Ultimately, the four...
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Learning AWSPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and deploy responsive applications using AWS cloud components


	About This Book

	
		Build scalable and highly available real-time applications
	
		Make cost-effective architectural decisions by implementing your product's functional and non-functional requirements
	...
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Pro ADO.NET 2.0Apress, 2005
Mission control to reader . . . you are now nearing the ADO.NET planet in the .NET
solar system of the Microsoft technology galaxy.Make sure no architectural mistake alien eats
you up for dinner . . .

Learning any new topic is like approaching a new planet. As you approach the planet
from a distance, you first identify its...
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Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development - Made SimplePackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to your first real-life enterprise ADF application!
	The book you are holding in your hands is about building serious applications
	with Oracle Application Development Framework (ADF). You know that actual
	development work is only one part of a successful project, and that you also need
	structure, processes, and tools.

...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2010

	Dynamics NAV 2009 is an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software product from Microsoft that can be used for variety of business needs. It is part of the Microsoft Dynamics family, and intended to assist with finance, manufacturing, Customer Relationship Management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and...
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